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ABSTRACT
The evolving need for cooperation between the states to
address complex issues such as climate change, cyberattacks, economic depressions and pandemics has
enhanced the importance of soft power. Since the start of
20th Century, non-western scholars belonging to China,
Russia, Turkey, Iran, Japan and India have started
indigenising the concept andresources of soft
power.However, little has been exploredabout the soft
power of Pakistan. Using document analysis – both
primary and secondary – as a methodological tool, this
study tries to fill this gap by exploring the cultural
resources of Pakistan.It borrows the definition and
framework of soft power proposed by Joseph Nye and
contextualises it for Pakistan. The studyclassifiesculture
as a primary resource of Pakistan’s soft power. The study
argues that Pakistan has ample cultural resources of soft
power and is struggling to optimally utilise these to
achieve national interests. However, despite these
initiatives, the country still requires innovative strategies
to utilise these resources in pursuance of the objectives
defined by its foreign policy.
Introduction
Soft power as a concept is becoming “more relevant than
ever”1 in diplomatic debates, attractingseveral states and
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even
non-state
actors
to
exploreits
dimensions.2Ohnesorge highlights that the idea of soft
power is not only popular inthe academic world but
alsothe practical politics.3Similarly, Commuri shares that
the concept of soft power “allows theorists and
practitioners to think about power inmore complex and
dynamic ways.”4The contextual dynamicity of soft power
has attracted many scholars to comprehend and explore
this idea in a different context such as non-western,
Asian, South Asian, Chinese, and Muslim.Nye identifies
four main contextual changes that signify the soft power
in contemporary international relations:
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i.

the reduced importance of traditional resources of
power such as geography, raw material, military force,
5
and population due to economic interdependence,
6
nationalism in weak states, the spread of technology ,
7
rise of automation and the declining utility of military
8
force.

ii.

issues such as natural disasters, pandemics and cyber
terrorism have transformed the nature and scale of
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threats to national security.These problems are beyond
the limits of “the boundaries of nation-states and their
9
traditional spheres ofinfluence.”
iii.

transitioning of power from the western to non-western
countries such as China, India, Brazil and Japanhave
10
changed the global political context. Soft power has
the potential to facilitate this transition process and to
avoid the Thucydides trap.

iv.

the emergence of non-state actors “as heroes and
11
baddies in international politics” has challenged the
12
monopolies of states over the power. The states
require soft power to deal with this diffusion of power.

“Soft Power Theory” explains the complex political issues
such as the power of “non-violent and non-coercive ways
of influencing others” to achieve the objectives of foreign
policy.13Soft power is especially important for small states
that have limited military and economic resources. It is
cost-effective as compared to hard power i.e., military
and economic powers.14Nye calculated that soft power, in
the context of United States, remained 400 times
inexpensive than hard power.15This leads to a hypothesis
that the countries with limited hard power resources can
achieve the objectives of their foreign policies byinvesting
in their soft power. However, it is important to identify,
strengthen and utilise the soft power resources
effectively.
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Pakistan is amongst the developing countries that have
diverse soft power resources. In the 2021 Global Soft
Power Index, Pakistan is placed at 63rdposition which is
better than Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Cambodia and
Uzbekistan, but lower than Iran.16This rank indicates the
need for research to explore Pakistan’s soft power
resourcesso that those can bemobilised to achieve
abetter position on the Index and the objectives of its
foreign policy.This studytries to explore the cultural
resources of Pakistan’s soft power. It endeavours to
answer the question that what is the potential of
Pakistan’s cultural capital in achieving the objectives of
foreign policy? While following qualitative and descriptive
research design,itargues that Pakistan can achieve
itsforeign policy objectives at bilateral, regional, and
global levels through effective utilisation of the cultural
resources of soft power. The studyutilisesdocument
analysisas a research methodology which helps the
readers to make empirical observations by using the
written and/or non-written records.17
Understanding Soft Power
Keohane and Nye share that soft power is an “ability to
achieve desired outcomes through attraction rather than
coercion.” They further explain the word ‘attraction’ as
“others want what you want.”18Defining soft powerin
absolute terms is very difficult as the words ‘soft’, and
‘power’ are very subjective and the combination of two
subjective words in single terms adds to this
complexity.The
concept
of
soft
power
is
contextual,relative and relies heavily on the respective
16
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target.19Mattern highlights this subjectivity in soft power
by stating that “what exactly is it that makes an idea
attractive or appealing.”20This article thus avoids the
immensity of these debates and follows the definition of
Joseph Nye who has coined this term during the 1990s
and is considered as a chief propagator of this concept.
Nye defines soft power as an “ability to affect others
through the co-optive means of framing the agenda,
persuading, and eliciting positive attraction to obtain
preferred outcomes.”21This ability of a state rests on soft
power resources, utilisation strategies, capacities of the
relevant actors and the perceptions of the target country.
Soft power can also be regarded as an analytical tool. It
is a concept that fills the gap in the thought process about
the concept of power and that it is integrated into political
resonance, but it has mainly a practical utility.22
How Soft Power Works?
Nye proposes thatthe availability of soft power resources
is a prerequisite to exercise soft power. A ‘skilful
conversion strategy’and ‘critical ability’ are required to
utilise these resources to achieve the outcomes.23 Nye
suggests a conversion process of soft power resources
into the outcomes (see.Figure 1). The process starts with
the availability of soft power resources such as culture,
political values and foreign policy. A country that owns
soft power resources requires policy tools and conversion
skills to utilise those resources. As a result of the
utilisation of resources by the aspirant country, the target
country responds positively or negatively. A positive
response reflects the accomplishment of the objectives of
19
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foreign policy while a negative response indicates the
failure of soft power strategies. A positive response that
leads to some decisions and actions by the target
government is named as the outcomes.
Resources (Culture etc)
Policy Tools (Qualities)
Conversion Skills
Target Response (Pos/Neg)
Outcomes (Specific or general)
Figure 1: Conversion of Soft Power Resources to
24
Behaviour(Outcomes)

This studyconfinesto the first element of the conversion
framework i.e., soft power resources andconcentrates on
the cultural resources of soft power.The authors explain
Pakistan’s cultural resources to highlight the potential of
its soft power.
Defining Soft Power Resources
Nye defines power resources as “tangible and intangible
raw material or vehicles that underlies the power
relationships.”25Nyeidentifies three basic soft power
resources: culture, political values and foreign
policy.26This trioof soft power resources “is widely
accepted and shared by most researchers.”27Thesesoft
power resources are less tangible in contrast to hard
power resources.28 In addition to these three basic soft
24
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power resources, Nye identifies two secondary resources
i.e.,economic resources and military resources, that
produce both soft and hard powers depending upon the
context.29 It is sometimes difficult to measure how much a
secondary resource contributes to producing hard power
or soft power. This depends on many factors including
the context and the perceptions of the target.30Nye cites
many examples where economic and military resources
contributed to producing the soft power of implementing
countries. These include the Beijing Consensus, efforts
by Turkey to join the European Union, military to military
cooperation, military training programs and use of the
military for disaster relief.31
Unfolding the Culture
The first basic resource ‘culture’is defined as a “set of
values and practices that create meaning for a society
and has many manifestations.”32Nyeidentifies three
different aspects of culture; universal also known as
popular culture, national also known as traditional culture
and local culture consisting of “networks of status, caste,
religions and communities.”33Many other scholars also
believe that culture is an important source of soft
power.34Nye shares that the culture produces soft power
in two ways:
i.

direct - sometimes it directly attracts the target and
achieves the outcomes,

ii.

indirect - in some other cases it requires mediators to
35
facilitate the process of attracting the target.

The media and entertainment industry including television
shows, dramas, radio programmes, films hold sufficient
29
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cultural capital to materialise the soft power. Rosenberg
shares that America used Hollywood as a strategy to
reduce the image loss of the country during World War
I.36 Turkey, China, Korea, Iran and many other countries
have started using films, dramas and music not only to
promote the soft image of the countries but also to earn
sufficient revenue to support the national economies.
Religion and religious institutions are another main
component of culture.Religious authorities have
legitimised the political influence of states in some cases
and helped to maintain and enhance the power.37
Religionis usually integrated into international politics
when a state“targets the emotions and subconscious of
the audience.”38 This makes religion an important factor in
the foreign policy of any country. History, ancient
civilisation39 and archaeological and natural sites40 as
theconstituents of culture also produce soft power.
Winder cites the examples of Russia41 and African42
countries where history serves as an important resource
36
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of soft power. A common history, culture and language
havefacilitated the emergence of regional media in Arab
countries ranging from Morocco to Iraq.43
A country’s soft power depends upon the level of
understanding of the foreigners about the culture of that
particular country.44 Tourism provides an opportunity for
foreigners to meet the local people, observe customs and
values, eat local food, read newspapers and sight
landscape. Ooi shares that tourism has become crucial in
the modern age as academicians and policymakers are
more concerned to learn and manage the image and
perceptions of their countries. This not only contributes to
achieving geopolitical interests but also mobilise
international business.45 Food is also an important
factorin culture. Reynolds identifies a direct relationship
between soft power and food.46 Nye cites examples of
American food such as McDonald's and Coca Cola while
explaining the concept of soft power.47
Nye shares many examples where languages as part of
the culture produce soft power. He cites the Confucius
Institutes established by the Chinese Government to
promote the Chinese language all across the globe.48 He
further shares the example of the spread of the French
language contributing to enhancing French soft power in
Europe.49 The promotion of the Japanese language in
Hong Kong has supported the Japanese Government to
43
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capitalise the soft power beyond the scope of economic
interests.50 Winder shares that people are also a key
aspect of soft power. He forecasts in the context of Africa
that a rising population with youth in the majority will
“release a torrent of new energy and new demand on the
world.”51 He further shares that this rising young and
educated population will contribute to strengthening the
African economy.52
Pakistan’s Cultural Resources
Religion, history, media and entertainment, tourism,
language, people and sports are important cultural
resources of Pakistan.Most of these cultural resources
are underutilised and require attention from the relevant
actors to actualise their full potential. The detail of each
cultural resource is explained below.
Religion
The Constitution of Pakistan 1973 makes Islam “the state
religion” of the country.53 This not only connects the
country with other Islamic countries but also attracts them
towards Pakistan.54 The country is a founding member of
the Organisation of the Islamic Cooperation (OIC)
andenjoys a preferential status as its founding member.55
Pakistan is the only Muslim nuclear power and has one of
the strongest Muslim armies in the OIC. The country has
used this privileged status in the OIC as a soft power
50
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resource and obtained categorical support on the issue of
Indian Occupied Kashmir (IOK)56 and mobilised
development assistance from Islamic Solidarity Fund for
Development established bythe OIC.57Although there are
many questions on theeffectiveness ofthe OIC as a
platform of the Muslim countries inresolving the issues of
Muslims, however, Pakistan’s soft power within the
structure of the OIC is visible.
Pakistan has also emerged as a key player in the recently
developed “Islamic Military Alliance (IMA)”.58Pakistan’s
Army has extended its military training programme to
most of the Arab and African countries making efforts to
cultivate soft power.59These relationships provide
Pakistan both with the opportunities and challenges
required to develop and utilise its soft power effectively.
Two out of four neighbours of Pakistan are Muslim
countries while India ranks second in the world with the
largest Muslim population.60This provides Pakistan with
an opportunity to utilise its Muslim identity to achieve the
objectives of its foreign policy. Pakistan can also
strengthen its strategic relationships with other Muslim
countries including Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates, export manpower to Arab countries, enhance
economic cooperation with other Muslim countries and
minimise its diplomatic isolation. Muslim identity of
56
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60
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Pakistan serves as a soft power resource for the country
in the broader scope of its foreign policy.
History
Pakistan is a home of ancient civilisations including Indus
Valley61 and Gandhara62 where cities such as Harappa
and Mohenjo-Daro were being run democratically by the
guilds.63 This enables Pakistan to attract foreign tourists,
scholars, historians, archaeologists and civil societies to
learn about the rich culture and history of the country.
Pakistan shares these civilisations and history with its
neighbours including Iran, Afghanistan and India. Existing
literature cites many examples where countries with
shared history have developed beneficial relationships.64
Pakistan has huge potential to mobilise the soft power in
the region based on the resources of shared history and
civilisations.
Archaeological and natural sites attract foreign tourists
and serve as a venue to generate soft power.65When
foreign tourists visit a country, they learn about the local
culture, history, politics and people. Pakistan has only six
cultural sites on the UNESCO World Heritage List while
61
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26 more sites are in the process of approval.66 This
number is very less as compared to Iran where 24
cultural and natural sites are on the World Heritage List
and 57 more sites are in the process of approval.67 While
India has 38 sites on the list with 42 in process.68The
Government of Pakistan is making efforts to include more
historical sites on the UNESCO World Heritage List,
however, this still requires strong coordination among
media, academia, government and tourism corporations.
Media and Entertainment
Pakistan has huge potential to develop an international
film and drama industry. Pakistanis produced “best
poetry, plays and fiction.”69Pakistani dramas are popular
in Arab countries70 and India.71There are many countries
such as Iran, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and the Central Asian
States that share their cultures and religious values with
Pakistan. This provides Pakistan with an opportunityto
produce films and dramas for these countries to mobilise
soft power.Former Pakistani diplomat, Maliha Lodhi
shares an example where she utilised the different tools
of cultural diplomacy and achieved a diplomatic goal. She
arranged a concert, a food event, an Eid festival and
exhibited Pakistan’s role in UN peacekeeping
missions.72Many of the Pakistanis have earned a great
66
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worldwide repute in the media and entertainment
industry. These include Shermeen Obaid Chinoy73,
Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan74 and Abida Parveen.75Facilitating
these and many other actors and organisations will help
strengthenPakistan’s entertainment industry to earn
revenues and produce soft power.
Tourism
Tourism is important for the countries like Pakistan that
are facing serious challenges in terms of perceptionsand
economy. The country has a huge potential for
international tourism.76Pakistan is blessed with rich
culture, beautiful landscape, tasty food, friendly people,
art, history, literature and music. The country is ranked as
“the best holiday destination during 2020”77and is
declared as “one of the friendliest countries on earth with
mountain
scenery that
beyondanyone’s
wildest
imagination.”78 American business magazine ‘Forbes’
includes Pakistan among “the ten coolest places to go in
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2019.”79 Despite this huge potential and workable
opportunities, Pakistan ranks in 121 positions amongst
140 countries on the global index for travel and tourism
for 2019. The country is even on lower ratings than
Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Iran and Sri Lanka.80The global
index further advises to improve safety and security
situation, ensure the availability of trained human
resource, enhance the quality of communication
technologies, integrate environmental sustainability into
tourism and increase international openness.81Pakistan is
taking some measures to comply with the suggestions of
this document. Ministry of Interior, Pakistan has
introduced online tourist visa services for 191 countries
and
on-arrival
tourist
visa
services
for
50
countries.82However, there is still a lot todo in this context.
Language
Pakistan is a linguistically rich country with 74
international, regional and local languages.83 This lingual
diversity provides Pakistan with an opportunity to
capitaliseon its soft power at the regional and global
levels. Pakistan’s national language ‘Urdu’ is spoken by
around 600 million people as their first or second
language around the world and is included in the group of
five most spoken languages.84Around 44 million people in
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India are Urdu speakers.85Urdu is endorsed as an official
language in many of the Indian states especially Indian
Occupied Jammu & Kashmir.86 There are thousands of
people in other countries such as Bangladesh87, Nepal88,
Sri Lanka89, Afghanistan90, Mauritius, Fiji, South
Africa91who speak Urdu. The ‘complex morphology’ of
Urdu also makes this language more attractive to
foreigners especially the Muslims as it “inherits
grammatical forms and vocabulary from Arabic, Persian,
and native languages of South Asia.”92This enables
Pakistan to produce art, literature and other cultural
products in Urdu to export to the countries that share this
language. Pakistan has established a ‘National Language
Promotion Department’ that focuses on the promotion
and adaption of Urdu at the national level.93 There is a
need to establish new organisations and enhance the
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scope of existing forums to reach out to the millions of
Urdu speaking communities all across the globe.
The English language is considered the “second
language of Pakistan.”94 Inherited from colonial rule,
English is usually used for legal and judicial
communication. Local people prefer to send their children
to the English medium schools. Traffic signs, shops
names, business addresses and websitesare developed
in the English language. This makesit easy for a foreign
traveller from English speaking country to visit Pakistan.95
Comfort in the English language provides anopportunity
to people in Pakistan to make commercial, educational,
economic and recreational transactions with different
countries. Pakistan secures the fourth position in
international freelancing contributing to the country’s
economy by USD 0.5 billion (2017).96Youth specialised in
diverse technical skills are earning great respect for the
country through freelancing. In terms of soft power,
Pakistan still needs to make serious efforts to utilise its
expertise in the English language to develop its soft
image.
The Persian language provides an opening to Pakistan to
strengthen its relationships with Iran. There are
communities in the western and northern areas of
Pakistan that speak Persian.97 Like Arabic, Persian is
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also considered “as the cultural language of the
Muslims.”98 This attracted Allama Muhammad Iqbal to
learn and write in Persian.Iqbal’s term of ‘Khudi’ i.e., ‘self’
is also a Persian word. Allama Iqbal is knownas ‘Iqbal
Lahouri’ and considered the great Persian poet in
Iran.99As a national poet, Allama Iqbal is recognised and
celebrated in Pakistan. The government and civil society
in Pakistan require to explore the potential areas of
collaboration with Persian communities based on the
teaching of Iqbal and shared Islamic values.
People of Pakistan
Pakistan is the fifth most populous country in the world100
with 64 percent of the population is less than 30 years
old.101 Pakistani people are considered as “resilient,
hardworking, adventurous, honest and enterprising.”102
Nawaz categorises the Pakistani population as politically
aware, business-minded and keen to educate their girls.
He further adds that Pakistan holds a “critical mass of
urban and educated women and men”103, that holds the
“key to its change and development.”104 Lodhi shares that
flood disasters in Pakistan highlighted that the country
has a “weak state and a strong society.”105Pakistan has
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“an able pool of professional and technically trained
people, a hardworking labour force, a growing middle
class, an enterprising business community and lively arts,
literature and music scene.”106Pakistan thus has all the
constituents to capitaliseon the soft power: people, ideas,
strategic location and untapped resources.107
The Ministry of Overseas Pakistanis and Human
Resource Development aims at managing the human
resource in the country.108 The Ministry’s activities in
human resource development mainly revolves around the
welfare of labourers,109 but it does not have a concrete
plan to develop the human resource to meet the
contemporary challenges of the global economy and
international
politics.
The
“Minister’s
Youth
Initiatives”110programme has also a narrow scope and
does not meet the needs of modern society. This is
validated by the Human Development Report 2020 where
Pakistan ranks at 154th position out of 189 countries.111
Pakistan requires to follow the latest, modern and
innovative approaches to prepare its people to compete
with other nations at regional and global levels.
Sports
Cricket is considered as one of the powerful sports in
South Asia that has the potential tobring opposing parties
toa table to communicate and to bring peace.112It is
106 Lodhi, ‘Introduction,’ 2.
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popular in almost all the countries in South Asia including
Pakistan, India, Afghanistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka and
Bangladesh.113Khondker
shares
that
cricket
in
Bangladesh has contributed towards nation-building.
114
Thussu shares that cricket has played a significant role
in restoring the bilateral diplomatic dialogues between
Pakistan and India in 2011.115 Over the years, the
introduction of new techniques and formats in crocket has
made this game more glamorous, popular and
monetised. The 20 overs format of cricket match along
with the inception of the Indian Premier League, Pakistan
Super
League,
Lanka
Premier
League
andShpageezaCricket League has added more
entertainment, commercialisation and regionalisation to
this game. Countries make efforts to invite players from
the neighbouring countries. For example, in Pakistan
Super League (PSL) 2021, players from South Africa,
West Indies, Afghanistan, England and Australia
participated. Pakistan gets an opportunity to disseminate
the messages through television screens to different
countries.
People in Pakistan also love other sports especially
hockey, squash, polo116 and kabaddi.117Pakistan has
hosted international sports including Cricket in 1987 and
1996, hockey in 1990,118volleyball in 2005,119wrestling in
113 Ronojoy Sen, 'Introductoini: The Landscape of Sport in South Asia’,
India International Centre Quarterly 44, no. 3/4 (2017): 3,
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2018,120 squash in 2016,121 football in 2005,122and
kabaddi in 2020.123 This validates the efforts of the
governmentto promote international sports in the country.
Pakistan launched the PSL in 2015. Every year,
afterwards, it kept on growing in terms of revenues and
the amount of entertainment.124
Export of sports items is another dimension of developing
the soft image of Pakistan.The United States imports 71
percent of its soccer balls from Pakistan.125Despite facing
many challenges related to the security situation, poor
governance, lack of relevant policies and institutions,
insufficient funds and poor sports infrastructure, the
country has contributed significantly in terms of utilising
sports as a resource of soft power.
Conclusion
Culture is amongst the three primary resources of soft
power.Western and non-western countries are utilising
their cultural resources to accumulate soft powerto
achieve the objectives of their foreign policies. Nonwestern countries have contextualised Nye’s framework
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of soft power and made efforts to utilise their cultural
resources. Pakistan also has diverse cultural resources
including its Muslim identity, history, media and
entertainment industry, archaeological and natural sites,
tourism, national and local languages, the 5th largest
population and sports. Pakistan’s identity as a Muslim
country provides an avenue to develop friendly
relationships with Muslim countries. The country owns
hundreds of historical and natural sites that can be
attractive to international scholars, historians, tourists and
civil societies. The natural landscape of Pakistan ranging
from the second highest mountain K-2 to five important
deserts to about 990 kilometres long coastline provides a
great opportunity to attract tourists from all across the
world. Pakistani dramas are popular in Urdu speaking
communities. Pakistani truck art is famous worldwide
creating an opportunity not only to earn revenues but also
a soft image for the country. Pakistan’s youth bulge is
another important cultural asset to mobilise soft power.
Sports event especially the recently introduced
commercial format of ‘super leagues’ in cricket, hockey
and kabaddi attracts more viewers and mobilises
revenues.
These fewer examples of cultural resources highlight
theenormous potential of Pakistan’s soft power. Poor
governance,
corruption,
incompetence
andweak
institutions are some of the reasons that hinder
Pakistan’s progress in employing its cultural resources.
The country requires effective policy tools and relevant
skills to utilise this potential.The study invites the
researchers, scholars and academicians to furtherexplore
Pakistan’s cultural resources.

